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About This Game

Once upon a time, arcade shooter gamers where you have to fend off impending waves of an alien menace, was all the rage, but
while retro may be old, it is never forgotten. So, inspired by an arcade classic, Super Destronaut DX is retro space shooter that

pits you against an enemy more dreaded than a UFO, a scoreboard. With multiple modes and high-scores that can be attained by
yourself and players all over the globe, this is a game that will put you on the path of achieving a score as high as you can

possibly muster.

So, if you are a fan of old-school shooters, be prepared to feel right at home and if you have a friend who is just as passionate as
you are about shooting, why not have them play with you. With support for a local multiplayer mode, maybe the two of you
together have just what it takes to beat the invading aliens once and for all and secure the top spot! You know you want too.

Features:
• 30 different Challenges to complete

• 3 modes in the form of Classic Mode, Time Attack & Hardcore
• 2 player multiplayer

• Various weapon types
• Online leaderboards

• Voice over narration by Barry Dunne
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Title: Super Destronaut DX
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Petite Games
Publisher:
Ratalaika Games S.L.
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2018
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A straight-forward content add-on, which further increases game's size. You like base game = you like this.. I'm sorry, I just
don't see the appeal.. Super fun game. Hilarious NPC's. Old RPG game style of play. would buy this game again and again. Only
bad thing is that it doesn't have a full on option menu. I just wish there was a trading card and steam achievement for this game.

I stopped playing Final Fantasy Type 0 HD and planning to skip playing One Piece and MG:Phantom Pain just to continue
playing this game.. Instinct tells me to call this a puzzle-platformer but due to our main character being able to fly with his little
rotor-blade he never actually requires platforms and nor does he ever jump. Our robot character is equipped with a tractor-beam
which he can use to move objects about his environment and the physics involved are really quite nice and feel accurate.

https://youtu.be/SOGzgb_W4Sk

The game isn’t very long, its maybe somewhere in the three hour range to complete. There are a couple of puzzles that might
cause a few problems, one that caused me a problem was one near the end that I completely overthought. I started making a
spreadsheet in an attempt to calculate the logic behind it. This wasn’t necessary, I just wasn’t thinking simple enough!! In general
the difficulty starts easy and ramps slowly towards the end making it an extremely pleasurable journey. Due to this and
combined with the nice feel to the game I can see myself replaying it.

There is an extra DLC which seems to be included at no extra cost and provides an extra world to play. I have yet to test this
part of the game.

Graphics are nice and the screen zooms in and out depending on the environment or puzzle being attempted. Everything is nice
and smooth with the game being made in Unreal Engine.

The developers have managed to capture quite an excellent atmosphere throughout the game with a great selection of ambient
sounds which at times border on actual music being played.

The menu system is quite basic and doesn’t cater for higher resolutions than 1080p or advanced graphics settings. This can be
changed in a configuration file (check the forums) if you need to. I played through on 1080p mode wishing I could play on my
native resolution of 1440p and then discovered this workaround afterwards. Bleh!!

I give Unmechanical a strong recommendation to anyone that enjoys puzzle-platform games. It’s a hidden gem that deserves a
lot more attention!!. Bringsme back to my childhood :D. This game is a little like portal but without dialog it's adorable and has
good puzzles that arn't too hard to figure out but still make your mind work. 10/10 would recommend
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Played once. Never again.. short and nice hidden item adventure. :). Scared me and still scares the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of me. Locker
game for life.. Balance is all over the place with some levels being too easy and some levels being literally impossible to get 3
stars. Baffling design choices like case files that require more work but don't offer more points and that can be skipped entirely.
What's the point? The intro music is way too loud, doesn't fit the atmosphere of the title screen or the story and crime scenes
have no music at all. The music that is there outside of the intro is surprisingly good. It's a shame because this is one of the
better gamehouse games imo, there are lots of good ideas, it just feels rushed and sloppy. I can't reccomend it until the devs
patch it.. This was such a great two-hour experience. I <3 you SUSAN. Just finished the game!

While overall I can recommend this as one of the polished titles for the Vive, I do have a couple of suggestions:

1) Make the game save per Wave to avoid frustration on later levels. Challenging and Frustration share a thin boundary-- but fun
should be the focus

2) Why is survival mode only for 3 or 4 of the many levels? There are other maps I wish I could play survival mode on.

And lastly...

2) (SPOILER ALERT)

The end animation for the boss should be more "majestic"-- it was a bit of a letdown for me. Seems the game suddenly ends and
a bit of "that was good, but I hoped there were something more awesome in store after the big bad boy is down"

I still enjoyed the game though. It's a solid recommend for me. Hope a sequel is in progress :). A charming, albeit a bit short
game that definitly deservers more recognition. The voice recordings sometimes sound a bit off, but that's probably because it
was a low budget production. The drawings, music and story are beautiful. Well done :). Easy 100% / 10min. Interesting 2D
platform game but not a metroidvania one because you improve nothing. Not bad game but it's more an exploration game (i
finally got bored)

PROS: responsive controls + well made map so you don't get lost and keep you informed + each enviroment has his own
enemies and puzzles

CONS: no story here (just collecting diamons to have your house built). Short and simple, more hotline miami
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